Medical Writing Opportunity!

We are a group of physicians with a nationally recognized and highly regarded test prep company currently seeking students to author practice questions similar to those on the USMLE Step 1, 2-CK, and 3 exams.

This is an exciting opportunity for senior medical students and alumni to:

1.) Receive competitive compensation while learning

2.) Help others while contributing to the forefront of medical education

3.) Add an interesting and impressive position to their CV.

We are screening and selecting a body of qualified writers from top medical schools in the country. If selected, you will play a key role in authoring the high quality practice exams representing challenging and effective test preparation for tomorrow's medical students.

We continually have the pleasure of hearing about the positive experiences our authors have and thanking us for the opportunity of working with our experts, helping others, and increasing their personal knowledge.

If you are interested, please email a cover letter to Brian (recruiting coordinator) explaining why you’re a good candidate along with your CV at: testprepjobs@gmail.com